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I. Choose the correct answer:

5x1=5

1. Dry your clothes in _______________.
a. AC room

b. classroom

c. sunlight

b. traditional clothes

c. uniform

2. We wear ___________ to school.
a. formal clothes

3. Sarees are made up of _______________.
a. leather

b. Plastic

c. cotton

4. Sweaters are made up of ___________________.
a. wool

b. Cotton

c. wood

5. ________________ houses last for a short time.
a. Permanent

b. Temporary

c. Ordinary

II. Fill in the blanks with the given clues:
1. We eat in the _________________________ room.

5x1=5
Sharp
bricks, cement

2. A tent is a house made up of thick, strong cloth known as __________________.
3. Permanent houses are built up of _________________ and _______________.
4. Do not play with _____________________ objects.

Canvas
Safety
dining

5. _________________ means keeping ourselves safe from danger or risks.
III. Answer in one word:

4x1=4

1. Why do we need clothes?
________________________________________________________________________.
2. Where should we throw the waste in our house?
_______________________________________________________________________.
3. Which climate do you prefer?
______________________________________________________________________.

4. What is the name of your city/ village / town?
______________________________________________________________________.
IV. Who am I? [Cream, Plug, Knife]

2x1=2

1. I start with K, I am very sharp _______________________________.
2. I start with C, you will get slipped when spilled on the floor _________________________.
V. Answer the following:

1x2=2

1. Name two Temporary houses.
_____________________________________________________________________
VI. Draw a house and colour it.

(2)

ORAL
VII. Answer the following:

5x2=10

1. _______________ are mostly found in villages.
2. A ____________ has rooms and furniture just as a real house.
3. _____________ is built on very cold regions of the world where the snow never melts.
4. Explain about First Aid in your own words.
5. Name two things in FirstAid box.
VIII.

ACTIVITIES

2x5=10

1. Find out the types of houses.
2. Drive the car according to the traffic rules.
IX.

WORKBOOK

(10)

